
osition pawl.

Tamper resistant.

QuikBinder™ Plus Ratchet Loadbinder

Chain Size
G70 or G80
(Inches)

Take
Up

(Inches)

Handle Length Qty. Per
Package

Lbs. Per
Package

Working Load Limit

Folded Straight Lbs. Kgs.

5/16 or 3/8 6.00 9.50 13.90 4 64 ,1007 3,220

3/8 or 1/2 6.00 9.50 13.90 654 2,001 0 5,443

1/2 or 5/8 6.00 9.50 13.90 732 8,11 00 8,210

QuikBinder™ Plus
A Ratchet Like No Other
This premium patented ratchet binder is unlike any 
other binder available on the market today. Now it
is better than ever, with higher working load limits 
designed for use with either Grade 70 Transport or 
Grade 80 Alloy tie-down chains.

The QuikBin\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\der™ PLUS 
is easier to install than stan-dard ratchet 
loadbinders. The 3-position pawl offers the 
user a choice of ratchet extension, ratchet take-up 
or a “free spin” setting for fast adjustment in either 
direction. A load can be secured in half the time. It
is available in three sizes and features a vinyl 
coated barrrel for a strong, comfortable grip.

The folding handle makes the QuikBinder™ PLUS 
safer (no handle sticking out) and more convenient 
to use. Simply fold the handle down after the load is 
secure or when storing on your cab rack. 
Strongerrr, fasterrr, safer and more functional than 
standard ratchet binders.

The QuikBinder™ PLUS can be locked to the tie-
down chain with a long shank padlock, making it 
more dif-ficult to tamper with the binderr, assembly 
or the load. Padlocks with programmable 
combinations are also available. See page 129 of 
this catalog for more inforrr-mation.

Our loadbinders meet all DOT/CVSA/
CCMTTTA require-mentsments. TheThe specialspecial hook 
construction supports the load of the chain annd will 
not bind. Loadbinders are heat treated and prroof 
tested with forged heat treated hooks. The Workingg 
Load Limit is permanently marked on handle. Our 
loaddbinders feature special links with controlled 
flash wellds.

QuikBinder Plus (Foldable Handle)
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